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ABSTRACT 

Improved methods to probe the reactivity of nano-ions, such as C60
-, would find utility in 

nanochemistry, combustion chemistry, and in generally understanding the behavior of matter at 
the nanometer scale.  We demonstrate that ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) with a low-
field differential mobility analyzer can be used to probe nano-ion reaction kinetics.  We the 
developed IM-MS approach to examine the gas phase reactivity of C60

- ions with ozone at 
atmospheric pressure. Experimental results show that ozonation of C60

- mainly leads the 
formation of C60On

-. The controlled reaction time within the ion mobility instrument enables 
calculation of ozonation reaction rates and assuming oxygen atoms are added sequentially, we 
find that the reaction rate between C60

- and O3 is near the collision controlled limit. We propose 
an exponentially decaying reaction rate coefficient expression to describe ozonation leading to 
the addition of >20 oxygen atoms. At high ozone concentrations, CO or CO2 loss from C60On

- is 
additionally observed.
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INTRODUCTION

Since its initial discovery, the reactivity of C60 has been the focus of a number of studies, 

including but not limited to studies of C60 polymerization,1, 2 derivatization,3-5 and ozone induced 

oxidation6-9 (ozonation). While earlier studies (several decades ago) detailed cationic C60 gas 

phase reactions,10-13 and C60 gas phase aggregation,14, 15 recent C60 reactivity studies have 

focused solely on condensed phase reactivity, including in films or for C60 suspended in solvent.  

There is presently limited research probing the reactivity of gas phase C60
- nano-ions, i.e. isolated 

C60 molecules in the gas phase ionized by electron addition.  Further study of the reactivity of 

nano-ions is nonetheless of considerable interest; reactions with the ordered graphene C60
- 

structure may serve to inform the behavior of other graphene based materials, soot precursors,16, 

17 and nanometer scale inorganic carbonaceous material.18  More generally, such studies would 

help to better understand the properties of nanometer scale species,19 whose behavior is often 

distinct from bulk material,20, 21 as they lie between the small molecule and nanoparticle limits of 

gas phase reaction behavior.

There is hence continued reason to develop methods to probe reaction kinetics of gas 

phase fullerene nano-ions.  Here, we show how recent advances in instrumentation used for ion 

mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) enable examination of gas phase nano-ion chemistry. In 

the past decade, a variety of drift tube,22-24 differential mobility analyzer (DMA),25 traveling 

wave,26 and trapped mobility27 instruments have been developed, enabling modest to high 

resolution characterization of nano-ion structures.  Though such instruments have largely been 

utilized in two-dimensional separations of biomolecules,28 or to probe the gas phase 

conformational space of non-covalently bound complexes,29 control over the bath gas 

composition30, 31 and residence time within ion mobility systems also facilitate studies of ion 
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chemistry; recent studies have shown that binding free energies can be inferred using IM-MS 

measurements,32, 33 and there is potential to extend the measurement approach to infer reaction 

rate coefficients.  Along these lines, here we develop an IM-MS method to examine nano-ion-

neutral reaction kinetics, and employ it with a differential mobility analyzer-mass spectrometer 

(DMA-MS) for the characterization of C60
- ozonation reactions, considering both single (n = 1) 

and multiple (n > 1) reactions of the form:  

nO3 + C60
-  C60On

- + nO2

The formation of fullerene epoxides (C60On) by fullerene photo-oxidation and ozonation 

has been observed in several previous studies.34, 35  However, epoxide nano-ion formation via 

ozonation of isolated gas phase fullerene nano-ions has only been reported in the literature in one 

previous study,36 and attempts have not been made to infer reaction rate kinetics.  The method 

we implement builds upon prior selected ion flow tube (SIFT)10-13, 37 and IM-MS efforts38-40 to 

infer reaction rate coefficients for smaller (sub 100 Da) ions and for C60 cations. It is directly 

implementable on a wide variety of low-field IM-MS instruments, without the need for 

significant instrument modification, and can yield reaction rate coefficients at atmospheric 

pressure.  The IM-MS method can additionally be applied to a variety of nano-ions, including 

biomolecular ions.  Our results in studying C60
- reactivity yield the reaction rate coefficients for 

the addition of up to 5 oxygen atoms via ozonation, with additional characterization of the 

evolution of the rate coefficient for up to 16 added oxygen atoms on average.  

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A depiction of the measurement system is shown in Figure 1, with a more detailed 

schematic diagram provided in the supporting information. C60 powder (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
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was placed in a ceramic tube within a furnace (Lindbergh Blue) that was set at 550-560 ºC. A 

carrier gas (1.7 l min-1 N2)  was sent into the furnace entraining the vaporized C60 molecules.41  

The flow exited the tube furnace and subsequently entered an ionization chamber, which 

contained a Po-210 radioactive source.  Alpha particle emission from Po-210 yields roughly 

equal concentrations of positive and negative ions (typically from trace impurities in gases).42  

C60 molecules, due to their strong electron affinity, became negatively charged C60
- anions 

through this process.43  The Po-210 ionization source was mounted directly on the front plate of 

the differential mobility analyzer (parallel plate DMA P5, SEADM).  1 l min-1 of the flow was 

withdrawn from the chamber via a vacuum pump, while the remaining 0.7 l min-1 was sent into 

the DMA. To facilitate the transmission of C60
- into the DMA, a voltage of -1000 V (relative to 

the DMA inlet) was applied to one end of ionization chamber, hence ion transmission was driven 

both fluid mechanically and electrostatically. 

C60
- ions and their ozonation products were classified by ion mobility in the DMA. The 

DMA was operated with a recirculating sheath flow pumped by a vacuum blower; ports on the 

sheath flow lines were connected to ozone sources. The ozone concentration within the DMA 

sheath flow was modulated, and C60
- anions were only exposed to ozone during their transit 

through DMA. To adjust ozone concentrations, both a UV ozone generator (Model OG-2, UVP, 

Upland, CA) and a corona discharge ozone generator (Model A2ZS-32G Lab Ozone Generator, 

A2Z Ozone Inc.) were employed.  The flow exiting the ozone generators was diluted by 4 l min-1 

of nitrogen.  3.3 l min-1
 of the combined flow of N2 and the ozone laden oxygen was pulled into 

the DMA sheath loop. A total of 4 l min-1 was continuously drawn from the DMA recirculating 

loop into vacuum pumped mass flow controller (3.3. l min-1 from the ozone generator and 

dilution flow, and 0.7 l min-1 of the C60
- laden inlet flow).  Prior to entering the mass flow 
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controller, the flow was split, with 1.45 l min-1 going through an ozone analyzer (Thermal 

Environmental 49C). A stable reading on the ozone analyzer indicated the ozone concentrations 

in the DMA were steady; for each measurement, stabilization required 0.5 - 2 h after ozone 

generation began.   Because of the high sheath flow rate in the DMA and the low concentrations 

of ions (relative to ozone), we assume that the ozone concentration in the DMA was constant 

across the entire sheath flow line.  By using both ozone generators we were able to vary the 

equilibrium ozone mixing ratio within the DMA loop from 101 ppb to 105 ppb (by number 

concentration).  

Like drift tube ion mobility spectrometers (and not to be confused with similarly named 

differential ion mobility spectrometers), DMAs are linear mobility spectrometers which operate 

at relatively low Townsend values (i.e. in the low field limit).  In this study, the electric field 

strength within the DMA was less than 2500 V cm-1 for all measurements (< 10 Td), and ions 

traversing the DMA had speeds of order 101 m s-1, well below the mean thermal speeds of the 

sheath gas molecules.  Therefore, ion heating during the measurement was negligible, as ion-

neutral relative kinetic energy distributions were near Maxwell-Boltzmann distributed about the 

sheath gas temperature.  The temperature of the DMA sheath flow was controlled by a water 

jacket heat exchanger at 295±0.5K for all experiments.  Distinct from drift tubes, DMAs are 

fixed residence time instruments. The residence time is the ratio of the distance from the DMA 

inlet to the outlet in the streamwise direction to sheath flow velocity, hence it is adjustable by 

adjusting the sheath flow rate. For the settings employed, the residence time of the transmitted 

ions in the DMA was 0.48 ms.  As the sheath flow rate was not directly measurable, this 

residence time was determined by measuring the DMA transmission voltage of known mobility 

tetraheptylammonium+ (THA+) ions44 (~2150V with a 1 cm gap from inlet to outlet).  
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Measurement of THA+ mobility spectrum also yielded the DMA resolution (~40); the resolution 

in mobility is identical to the resolution in residence time.  At the beginning of each set of 

experiments, the mobility spectrum of C60
- (without ozonation) was also collected as system 

calibration to ensure that the ion residence time remained unchanged from day to day. The 

mobility of C60
- varied within ±2.5% among all experiments and is shown in the supporting 

information in relation to the THA+ ion mobility spectrum.  

The DMA was interfaced with a QSTAR XL mass spectrometer (MD Sciex), with the 

time-of-flight section utilized for mass analysis.25, 45  We collected two dimensional mobility-

mass spectra, for which the voltage difference across the DMA electrodes was stepped in 10 V 

increments in the 1800-2500 V range, with the mass spectrometer measuring in a of mass range 

30-3000 Th. Inlet declustering potentials and focusing potentials of the mass spectrometer were 

set to minimum values to preserve the integrity of ozonation products.
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Figure 1. A depiction of the DMA-MS experimental setup. The reaction mechanism of the first 
oxygen addition , leading to fullerene epoxide formation, is also shown in the bottom-right. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In total, DMA-MS experiments yielded the mobility-mass distributions for ozonation 

products with controlled, sub-millisecond exposure time to a controlled concentration of ozone.  

Two dimensional mass-mobility contour plots are shown in Figures 2a-c for ozone mixing ratios 

of 154 ppb, 980 ppb and 71.5 ppm, respectively. Along the m/z axis, starting from m/z = 720 

(C60
-), a clear separation of 16 Th emerged between mass peaks, indicating oxygen atom 

addition.  Ions with more oxygen atoms added had decreased apparent mobilities, as they were 

transmitted at higher voltages.  All plots reveal first increasing and then decreasing peak widths 

in the mobility dimension with increasing levels of oxidation.  This is expected for irreversible 

reactions occurring during migration through the DMA; the mobility spectrum for a given m/z 

value is a convolution of linear combinations of the parent and product ions mobilities, where the 

combinations are weighted by the fraction of time the detected ion spends as each parent or 

product.25   The apparent mobility of intermediate product ions hence shifts modestly with 

changing ozone concentration. 
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Figure 2. Mobility-mass spectra (a-c) for three different O3 concentrations and corresponding 
fraction ratios of different oxidation states of C60Om

- ions.  

While it is possible to utilize the apparent mobility distributions to obtain information 

about reaction kinetics, quantification using this information alone is difficult in instances where 

there are multiple, sequential reactions occurring.  More direct information on reaction rate 

kinetics is provided by the signal intensities of product ions measured by the mass spectrometer. 

Figures 2d-f display the corresponding oxygen addition distribution for selected ozone mixing 

ratios. In these plots, alternating signal intensities, which would be indicative of O3 

physisorption, or chemical reactions that lead to addition of multiple oxygen atoms to the parent 

ions, did not emerge for any ozone mixing ratio. This suggests that oxygen atoms were added 

sequentially through reaction with ozone.  In addition, at an ozone mixing ratio of 71.5 ppm, 

addition of up to 28 oxygen atoms was observed with an average oxygen addition near 14. These 

highly oxidized reaction products are anticipated, as they were previously observed by corona 

discharge ionization of C60 in an oxygen rich environment,36 with oxygen content much higher 

than those obtained in liquid phase C60 ozonation.35, 46, 47
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We employ a sequential oxygen addition model for reaction rate inference from 

measurements. We assumed that single oxygen atoms were incorporated into the nano-ion C60

 via reactions of the type:O𝑛
―

, (R1)O3 + C60O𝑛
― 𝑘𝑛

O2 + C60On + 1
―  (𝑛 ≥ 0)

where  is the reaction rate constant (reported on a number concentration basis).  The formation 𝑘𝑛

of Criegee intermediates is implicitly assumed as an intermediate step (not shown). This model 

leads to a set of first order linear equations that describe the evolution of the product ion 

distribution. To obtain the reaction rates kn, we fit the model prediction to experimental oxygen 

addition distributions (similar to those that are shown in Figure 2d-f) by varying the values of kn 

for n= 0-4. We remark that for the sequential addition model proposed, the distribution of nano-

ions containing 0 to m oxygen atoms ( ) only depends on the rate coefficients from k0 to C60O ―
0~m

km. We first calculated the optimal k0 by minimizing the deviation between model predicted and 

experimentally observed C60
- signal intensity fractions (the ratio of C60

-  ion signal intensity to all 

 ion signal intensities combined) using a least square criterion.  In this process, C60
- signal C60O ―

m

intensity fractions measured at ozone mixing ratios less than 980 ppb were utilized. Data 

obtained at higher ozone concentrations were excluded because secondary reactions, which are 

not included in the sequential addition model, become important with increasing ozone 

concentrations (discussed subsequently).  With the optimal k0 determined, we then calculated k1, 

using observed C60O- signal intensity fractions at ozone mixing ratios up to 980 ppb. This 

process was iterated until k4 was determined, with the values of k0 to k4 inferred as follows:  𝑘0

,  , ,= 1.17 × 10 ―9 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1 𝑘1 = 1.08 × 10 ―9 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1  𝑘2 = 8.95 × 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1   𝑘3

 and . We estimate the uncertainties of k0 = 7.51 × 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1 𝑘4 = 6.94 × 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1

to be ±4.5%. This was determined by incorporating the uncertainties of residence time (±3.5%, 
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±2.5% from finite instrument resolution and ±2.5% from day to day variation) and uncertainties 

of ozone concentration (± 2.0%) into the sequential addition model and recalculating k0. The 

uncertainties of  increase with n since errors propagate.  We did not calculate the values of 𝑘𝑛

, both because of error propagation and because of secondary reactions that can interfere 𝑘 ≥ 5

with measurements of . Incorporating k0 to k4 into the sequential model, we calculated the C60O ―
≥ 5

model predicted oxygen addition distribution, which were compared with experimental measured 

distributions in Figure 3a.

It is informative to compare with the collision rate between ozone molecules and C60
- 𝑘0

ions. Taking into account of ion-dipole interaction,48 the gas phase collision rate between O3 and 

C60
- is estimated to be near  (see the supporting information for 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 3.27 × 10 ―9 cm3 s ―1

details), which is of the same order of magnitude as . This  is also orders of magnitude 𝑘0 𝑘0

higher than reaction rates typically observed between ozone and electrically neutral organic 

compounds that contain double bonds (e.g. isoprene49 and monoterpenes50), suggesting 

ozonation of graphene based materials occurs rapidly in atmospheric pressure environments.  

Reaction rate coefficients close to the collision controlled limit were observed previously for C60 

cations with amines via SIFT;13 this similar finding supports both the use IM-MS in nano-ion 

reaction rate investigation and our finding that ozonation of C60
- occurs rapidly.     

We further propose a simple rate coefficient equation to approximately describe the 

evolution of fullerene epoxide nano-ions. The average oxygen addition is displayed as crimson 

points as a function of ozone mixing ratio in figure 3b. The error bar for each data point indicates 

the standard deviation of the number of oxygen atoms added (i.e. the standard deviation of the 

distributions shown in Figure 3d-f). We assume kn decays exponentially via the relationship:

. (1)𝑘𝑛 = 𝑘0exp ( ―𝜃𝑛),  𝑛 = 0,1,2,…,30
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Using the equation (1), we can calculate the average oxygen atoms added to fullerene at any 

ozone concentration. Fitting to all results led to   and . The 𝜃 = 0.4 𝑘0 = 1.17 × 10 ―9 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1

resulting average number of oxygen atoms predicted via equation (1) is plotted as a dashed line 

in Figure 3b.  Overall, predictions based upon equation (1) agree well with measurements.   

However, the  based rate constants for the low n values are lower than those determined 𝜃 = 0.4

via sequential fitting, and  is only applicable at the measurement temperature of 295 K 𝜃 = 0.4

(though one could expect equation 1 to be extrapolated to other temperatures as an Arrhenius-

like expression). The decrease of reaction rates is likely attributable to the decreased number of 

doubles bonds available for reaction, as well as stronger steric effects as more oxygen atoms are 

added to the nano-ion surface.

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of the oxygen addition distribution from experiments and model 
predictions. The rate coefficients used in the model (k0-4) were obtained by the fitting procedure 
explained in text, leading to the following values: , 𝑘0 = 1.17 × 10 ―9 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1 𝑘1 = 1.08 ×

, ,  and 10 ―9 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1  𝑘2 = 8.95 × 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1  𝑘3 = 7.51 × 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1 𝑘4 = 6.94 ×
.  (b) Oxygen addition as a function of ozone mixing ratio. Data in crimson are 10 ―10 𝑐𝑚3 𝑠 ―1

from experiments, and the spread indicates the standard deviation for the number oxygen atoms 
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incorporated into product ions. Model predicted average oxygen addition with equation 1 is 
shown as a green dashed curve.

In addition to C60On
-, we observed m/z peaks corresponding to C60On

-+ 4 Da, C60On
-+8 

Da, C60On
-+12 Da and C60On

- +14 Da (local intensity maxima of the mass spectra are provided in 

Figure S3 of the supporting information). The peak series of C60On
- + 4 Da had the highest 

intensity among these; its intensity relative to that of C60On
- increased with ozone concentration, 

as is shown in Figure 4. At low ozone mixing ratio, signal intensities of C60On
-+4 Da were 

negligible, while at high ozone mixing ratios (e.g. 193ppm), intensities of C60On
-+ 4 Da can 

reach ~20% of C60On
-.  It is likely that the additional peaks C60On

-+ 4 Da, C60On
-+8 Da and 

C60On
-+12 Da originated from CO and/or CO2 loss by highly oxidized ions.  This is supported by 

prior studies where such dissociation in C60O3 was facilitated by laser induced fragmentation and 

collision induced dissociation .51 The formation mechanism for the C60On
- +14 Da is currently 

unclear. It is possible that the trace amount of water or other contaminants within the DMA 

sheath flow line participated in reactions, leading to the  incorporation of atoms other than 

oxygen into the reaction products.  The lack of exact mass level resolution in the mass 

spectrometer employed prevented clear chemical identification of these ions.  Examination of the 

mobility spectra of the additional peaks also suggests that CO/CO2 loss occurs within the DMA.  

The mobilities of these ions do not align exactly with any C60On
- ions, indicating that these peaks 

do not originate from dissociation within the mass spectrometer. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of signal intensities from C60On
-+4 to those from C60On

- at 3 ozone 
mixing ratios. The ion intensities were normalized by highest ion intensity within for a given 
ozone mixing ratio.

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate for the first time the potential use of DMAs as controlled residence time 

ion-neutral reaction cells. By controlling the ozone concentration in the DMA, we were able to 

determine multiple reaction rates for  oxygenation assuming oxygen atoms were added C60On
―

sequentially. It was found that an exponentially decaying reaction rate can explain the average 

oxygen addition well. Mass peaks other than  were identified, which can be attributed to C60On
―

CO or CO2 loss from the highly oxidized reaction products. The method employed in this study, 

i.e. using IM-MS instruments to study gas phase ion-vapor reactions, can potentially be applied 

to study the gas phase reactivity of other ions of scientific interest, including but not limited to 

proteins,52, 53 nucleic acids,54 polymers,55 and atmospheric clusters,56, 57 all of which have been 

analyzed previously through more typically IM-MS implementation.  In principle, it can 

additionally be extended to examine the kinetics of ozonolysis reactions58, 59 and similar, 

multiple product reactions in the gas phase.  Future studies comparing DMA based reaction rate 

constants to alternative measurement approaches will be needed to assess potential of the DMA 

based method for a wide variety of ion-neutral reactions.  While DMAs are extremely well suited 
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to be controlled residence time reaction cells, the measurement approach can be extended to 

other linear ion mobility spectrometers.  The only requirements for implementation are 

independent control over residence time and reactant gas concentration in the ion mobility cell, 

which is certainly met by not only differential mobility analyzers but also trapped ion mobility 

spectrometers.27  Although this is not strictly the case for drift tube ion mobility spectrometers, 

reaction rate kinetics could nonetheless be determined using drift tubes modifying the analysis 

approach to account for variable residence times.    

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

A detailed depiction of the experimental setup, the mobility spectra for THA+ and C60
-, method 

of calculation for the collision rate between C60
- and O3, mass peaks at high ozone mixing ratio 

are available online.
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